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Abstract
Being lifelong healthy in all fields and maintaining wellness may not always be possible or easy because of environmental factors including not directly under the control of individuals, hereditary factors run in the family, air pollution and also systematic factors like inadequate health system. On the other hand, healthy living habits of individuals can prevent many diseases. When considering the wellness is defined as a health-promoting lifestyle, it becomes important that what behaviors provide it. These behaviors are summarized as having an adequate and balanced nutrition habits, managing stress better, making regular physical activity, doing spiritual growth supportive activities, keeping interpersonal relationships alive and taking responsibility for these issues. In this article, considering the lifelong development, studies on the wellness of individuals in childhood/youth, emerging adulthood and adulthood, old aged adulthood stages were summarized. Moreover, some suggestions were presented with respect to doings by professionals who are interested in the development of individuals such as psychologists, psychological counselors and nurses for every period.
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for the health and well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care (Official Gazette 1949). As for being healthy, as per the World Health Organization (2017) it is defined not as a state of absence of disease, but as a complete physical, mental and social well-being, since 1946. In this description, it is seen that health is considered to be multi-factorial and well-being is underlined.

This article emphasizes the connection between the closely related concepts of being healthy, healthy behaviors and wellness. Pursuant to a study conducted by Demirbaş-Çelik and Korkut-Owen (2017) where the 68% of total wellness is explained with the healthy lifestyle behaviors, the concept of wellness as a healthy lifestyle has been made the focus of this article. Healthy lifestyle. In the literature, there is debate about confusion in the use of the concepts of wellness and health, life quality and well-being, and these constructs being used interchangeably in some studies (Rachale et al. 2013). Rachale et al. (2013) have drawn attention to this confusion with a summary of studies where these concepts had been used interchangeably. According to them, approaching wellness as behaviors oriented towards being healthy at an optimal level, —because health does not allow for functioning at an optimal level, the evaluation of these two concepts being part of the same meaning poses a problem. Also, the concept of life quality differs from wellness due to it being a concept that focuses on the conditions affecting the functionality status of the individual. Meanwhile, the concept of well-being is mostly comprised of the individual’s subjective judgements pertaining to their life, and differs from the concept of wellness as it expresses a lifestyle that helps make the individual feel better. As a result, Rachale et al. (2013) state that these concepts are related to each other, and though they have overlapping aspects, wellness, as explained in more detail below, is different.

Healthy Lifestyle

This involves individuals controlling all behavior that might affect their health; in other words, choosing and practicing behaviors in their daily planning that would improve their health (Walker et al. 1987). Walker et al. (1987) define healthy lifestyle behaviors as behaviors that serve to maintain and raise individuals’ own wellness level. These behaviors involve adequate and balanced dietary habits, stress management, regular physical activity, self-actualization/spiritual growth, interpersonal relationships/support, and taking responsibility for the protection and improvement of one’s health (Walker and Hill-Polerecky 1996). Adequate and balanced dietary habits are concerned with the individual’s selection and arrangement of meals, and their values in their food choices. Stress management has to do with the individual being able to determine and mobilize their physiological and psychological resources for reducing or effectively controlling the stress they experience. Regular physical activity includes practising certain light, moderate and vigorous physical activity in a regular basis. Spiritual growth focuses on the development of the internal resources. The individual working towards their goals in life is the maximization of their power in regards to their wellness status. For this reason, Walker et al. (1987) use this feature as self-actualization in their certain studies. Interpersonal relations/support involve the individual’s relationships with others. As for the responsibility for the protection and improvement of health; this regards to the individual actively feeling responsible for their own wellness.

Studies indicate that many diseases encountered in adulthood actually can be pre-
vented with an effective lifestyle. As examples, we can point to some the most common causes of death; like heart diseases, diabetes, chronic breathing problems, and cancer (Song and Giovannucci 2016). Similarly, according to the National Disease Burden 2004 study, cardiovascular diseases cause 43% of all male deaths and 52% all female deaths in Turkey (Kılıç 2011). Studies show that the common risk factors that lead to chronic diseases actually only make up a short list comprised of tobacco use, a poor diet, little movement, alcohol use, uncontrollable high blood pressure and high body fat percentages (Mokdad et al. 2004, Farley et al. 2010). According to Anand et al. (2008), the percentage of cancer cases caused by genetic disorders is only 5-10%, and cancer is mostly caused by environmental factors and lifestyle choices. According to the research results, it was emphasized that many adult diseases such as heart attacks, paralysis, chronic respiratory disorders and cancer may actually be prevented by healthy living habits established in the early years (Amuna and Zotor 2008, Danaei et al. 2009).

Healthy lifestyle involves a series of acquired skills. The concept of wellness and its models play a big part in teaching the skills concerned with healthy living.

**Wellness**

The concept of wellness has been increasingly utilized in the fields of medicine, psychology, and psychological counselling. In a study conducted by McMohan and Fleury (2012) in which they evaluated a number of studies on the concept of wellness in medical literature, whereas the studies done in the earlier years were mostly conducted in order to define wellness, studies have moved beyond that in recent years. In fact, the concept of wellness has come to be used as a strategy related to enhancement of health, and even in the implementation of health programs. In addition to this, wellness has evolved towards a concept that is applied in all health-care services and other industries (McMohan and Fleury 2012). There are studies that associate this term with a series of other concepts which they view as similar.

Rachele et al. (2013) state that even though there are overlapping aspects between the concepts of wellness and psychological well-being, health, and life quality; wellness has the some distinguishing features. Wellness is both holistic and multi-factorial; it focuses on healthy lifestyle behaviors, it relates to actions or processes and examines the interrelationship between the individual and the environment. Miller and Foster (2010) have also examined definitions of wellness in the literature. Consequently, they found that in these definitions, wellness is viewed as a choice, a process, and a lifestyle. Moreover, they determined wellness to be subjective and relative; that it displays a holistic structure despite being multi-factorial. It is about balance and reflects the traits of healthy people.

Although the wellness has many definitions, the most common one was made by Myers et al. (2000), according to whose definition, wellness is the whole of behavior-oriented towards becoming healthy at an optimal level. These behaviors include one’s efforts to achieve their personal goals and their goals for a more meaningful life, the integration of their body, mind and soul, and maintaining a life that is functional in all fields—social, personal and ecological. These explanations underline that wellness is a lifestyle. As summarized by Miller and Foster (2010) and Roscoe (2009), there have been a series of models in the literature developed in order to explain wellness. One of the most studied wellness models is The Wheel of Wellness Model developed by...
Myers et al. (2000). There have been publications on this model (Korkut 2004, Doğan and Yıldırım 2006) in our country as well. This model was subsequently changed in content and structure by Myers and Sweeney (2004) in their studies, becoming The Indivisible Self: An Evidence-Based Model of Wellness. Although the model does not carry the name of indivisible self like other ones, it displays a multi-factorial structure. Myers and Sweeney (2004) named these dimensions, of which there are five, as the essential self, the coping self, the creative self, the social self and the physical self. Another model was developed by Renger et al. (2000). Subfactor which include six factors: physical, emotional, social, mental, spiritual and environmental.

In Turkey, Korkut-Owen and Owen (2012) have developed a five-factor model utilizing the star metaphor, named The Well-Star Scale Model (WSSM) that benefits from factors underlined in most models in the literature. These factors are named emotional, meaning of life and being goal-oriented, cognitive, social and physical factors in a later study (Korkut-Owen et al. 2016). Emotional wellness includes such characteristics as realizing one’s own emotions, being able to control them, and being able to take care of themselves, for their life situations and any conflicts in a realistic, positive and constructive way. Meaning of life and being goal-oriented wellness includes such traits as searching for the purpose and meaning of life, determining a goal and target and making an effort for that. The cognitive wellness factor involves traits like enjoying being intellectually active, being open to learning, and problem solving. Social wellness shows the quality and degree of individuals’ interactions with others. In addition, this factor involves the social support perceived to be given by people who are important in the individual’s life. As for physical wellness, it involves elements related to a healthy lifestyle, generally implementing physical health oriented behaviors such as having balanced and adequate dietary habits, and maintaining a physically active life.

These models serve an instructive function as they point to which niches need examination when working with an advisee. When carrying out psychological services, the use of these models facilitate the efforts of psychological counselors and other mental health professionals. The article written by Myers et al. (2000) plays a highly instructive role in this subject.

Healthy Lifestyle Behaviors and Wellness

Stating that there is confusion about the connection between the concepts of wellness and health, Greenberg (1985) argues that health is a conceptualization of social, cognitive, emotional, spiritual and physical elements, and asserts that, conceptually, wellness is a consolidation of these elements, and high-level wellness is the state of these elements being in balance. In health related professions, the state of being healthy is approached in the form of improving, protecting and maintaining health. To actualize this, Zaybak and Fadıloğlu (2004) state that individuals need to maintain their healthy lifestyle behaviors and that these behaviors are features that maintain and raise the wellness levels of individuals.

In the literature, we see that wellness is viewed as a healthy lifestyle (Myers et al. 2000, Miller and Foster 2010). Additionally, Corbin et al. (2010) indicate that a healthy lifestyle reduces the risk of contracting certain diseases, and increases wellness, and therefore a healthy lifestyle affects health and wellness. According to them, even though factors not directly controlled by individuals—such as environmental factors like...
air pollution, hereditary factors, and factors like an inadequate healthcare system—affect their health and wellness, their healthy living habits can still prevent some diseases. In the literature, studies on the relationship between wellness and healthy lifestyles appear to be limited. For that purpose, as a result of a study done by Demirbaş-Çelik and Korkut-Owen (2017), it was determined that a major 68% of total wellness can be explained via dietary habits, spiritual growth and interpersonal relationships. Also, in analyses related to the subfactors of wellness, it was found that the subfactors of wellness are predicted by some healthy lifestyle behaviors. In short, according to studies, there is a close relationship between a healthy lifestyle and the wellness of an individual.

In this part, different developmental periods were discussed in the three groups. These groups are the childhood-adolescence period, the university student/emerging adulthood period and the adulthood/advanced age period.

**Childhood-Adolescence Period and Wellness**

It is stated that no group is as important as children and young people in the learning and adoption of healthy behaviors and healthy lifestyle choices (Tatar and Myers 2010). The reason for this is that most healthy or unhealthy habits are learned in childhood and adolescence periods and are often hard to change. In a qualitative study examining the wellness of children, it is stressed that the caregivers responsible for the child’s care are important for the child’s healthy lifestyle (Sisson et al. 2017). It was seen that even though the caregivers had the role of giving care for the child, they did not adopt the role of conveying a healthy lifestyle. However, it is not only the caregivers but also the environment in which they are present that is important for the wellness of children. In this regard, it has been proven that wellness based prevention programs in schools involving body image, personal attitude, and eating behaviors are effective (Russell-Mayhew et al. 2007). In certain states in America (e.g: Colorado), the implementation of wellness policies is mandatory in schools (Belansky et al. 2009). In a qualitative study conducted with 25 young Americans in the emerging adulthood period, it was determined that childhood experiences influence the emotional, physical and spiritual wellness (Brooks and Moore 2016). All kinds of practices related to healthy lifestyles such as healthy eating habits and physical activities at school and at home affect the wellness in emotional, physical and spiritual aspects in different ways. In a meta study examining overweightness/obesity in children, the importance of increasing life quality and mental health through wellness was emphasized (Russell-Mayhew et al. 2012).

Most lifestyle choices (Hallal et al. 2006, Craigie et al. 2011) and health-threatening risky habits (Williams et al. 2002) are acquired during the period of adolescence. Unhealthy habits and lifestyles chosen during this period can lead to certain physical and emotional diseases in later years. In fact, there are opinions and studies on how some early deaths in adulthood can be mitigated by encouraging healthy habits during the adolescence period (National Center for Health Statistics 2000). For this reason, it is beneficial to teach children and adolescents how they can live healthier lives and improve their wellness in a concrete way at early ages. Especially, if the habits of keeping a healthy diet and being physically active are gained during childhood, these habits remain persistent through adolescence as well (Cohen et al. 1990).

In the literature, we may encounter studies about wellness of adolescents (Makinson and Myers 2003, Hattie et al. 2004, Dixon Rayle et al. 2005, Tatar and Myers 2007).
Additionally, when we examine studies conducted with young people, some studies on the concepts of healthy behaviors (Steiner et al. 1998) involved in wellness, subjective well-being and life satisfaction (Gilman and Huebner 2006) may be found, even if they may not have to do with wellness directly. Interventions aimed at raising wellness have a positive impact on the academic, emotional, social and physical development of children and young people (Omizo et al. 1992, Mills et al. 1988). According to Omizo et al. (1992), parents, teachers, administrators, psychologists and psychological counselors are responsible for raising the wellness level of children. A high level of wellness protects adolescents from a series of problems such as substance-use (Epstein et al. 2002). The prevention of problematic behaviors such as substance-use, risky sexual behaviors, violence and the increase of healthy behaviors like a balanced diet, and being physically active are important for the national health. This is especially true for adolescents. Because these risky behaviors show a tendency to coexist during the adolescence period (Catalano et al. 2012). There is research that show that adolescents have risky health behaviors in Turkey (Alikaşifoğlu and Ercan 2009, Tümer and Şahin 2011). The wellness of adolescents is an important indicator of their future health and lifestyle habits. For this reason, the evaluation of the wellness level of adolescents especially in the school environment and the determination of the variables pertaining to wellness are viewed to be important for affecting healthy lifestyle behaviors.

In a study conducted with young people in various ages in the age range of 12-17 years, it was found that young people at the higher end of the age spectrum have lower wellness scores than others (Preskitt et al. 2015). Other studies also demonstrate this tendency (Leslie et al. 1999). Similarly, the results of a comparative study on the total, creative, essential and physical wellness of Israeli students conducted by Tatar and Myers (2010) display significant differences in favor of the younger students. As we can see, the research indicates that wellness tends to decrease as ages increase during adolescence. The developmental traits brought on by adolescence might concern with the explanation of this tendency.

Due to their importance in gaining healthy habits in childhood and adolescence, it is important that the individuals responsible for the education of the children and young people—parents, teachers, mental health professionals, and especially psychological counselors working in schools—be models and conduct activities related to provide wellness improving skills to children and young people. At this point, providing the children with healthy dietary habits during the period from infancy through childhood, and taking the necessary precautions for them to maintain these habits at school may play an important role. Thus, a range of health and social problems that may occur in the future can be prevented. Moreover, providing conditions that support physical activity for students in schools may contribute to raising their wellness level. Especially seeing as how the amount of time that children spend in front of a television or computer screen gradually increases, providing opportunities that enable children to play games involving physical activity and do exercises are thought to be important.

**University Students—Emerging Adulthood and Wellness**

The concept of emerging adulthood is used to define the period from the late teens until the mid-twenties even the late twenties (Arnett and Eisenberg 2007). The individuals between these ages, which include university students, are in transition to their
adult lives and display different characteristics. This period is different from both adolescence and adulthood as individuals have their own specific characteristics in the emerging adulthood period (Arnett 2004). Due to these characteristics, the emerging adulthood period is a transitional period that includes a search for identity, and changes, a period where an individual focuses mostly on themselves and opportunities increase (Atak and Çok 2010). According to Kessler et al. (2005), the age range between 18-24 years is the period where some lifelong mental problems may emerge. Some studies support this finding, expressing that consultations increase at university psychological counseling centers (Kitzrow 2003, Holm-Hadulla and Koutsoukou-Argyrakia 2015). According to a report by Douce and Keeling (2014), one third of university students have depression. In addition, it was determined that one fifth of students have suicidal ideations at some point in their lives; and one in twenty among them has attempted suicide.

In Turkey, university students have been found to have issues not being able to adapt to the environment, feeling anxiety about the future, having personal and family problems, purposelessness, feeling spiritually empty, and lacking in self-confidence; in addition to problems related to economic status and the physical environment (Şahin et al. 2009). In another study, it was stated that university students have the most problems emotionally, then academically, and thirdly economically (Erkan et al. 2012). In a study with university students who consulted with a psychological counseling center, conducted by Türkmüm et al. (2004), it was found that young people have problems such as having economic difficulties, yearning for family, having anxiety about the future, being unable to study, and having unhealthy eating habits. In a study among university students (ranging between ages 18-23) in the emerging adulthood period and those of older age (24 years and older), conducted by Hermon and Davis (2004), it was found that the two groups differ on the wellness scale in the subfactors of realistic beliefs, a sense of control, physical activity and self-care. Dubois (2006) has discovered findings that as the ages of university students increase, so do their levels of displaying healthy behaviors closely related to wellness. In a study conducted by Kasapoğlu (2014), it was found that wellness among senior year university students is higher than wellness among students in their earlier years. On the other hand, in a study with individuals in emerging adulthood period, conducted by Demirbaş-Çelik et al. (2016), it was determined that individuals of different age groups have different averages and a decrease in wellness scores is found with increasing age.

Result of the study by Doğan and Yıldırım (2006) which examines the factors that affect friendship and love subfactors of wellness in university students revealed that female students have higher wellness levels in comparison to male students in friendship and love dimensions; and students who have a friend from the opposite sex have higher wellness levels in the love dimension in comparison to the students who do not. In another study on this subject, Gürgan (2014) has found that there are significant differences between psychological resilience and wellness scores of university students varying by their universities, years and departments. In an experimental study, Oğuz Duran and Tezer (2007) developed a psychological counseling program with a group based on increasing wellness by enrichment with artistic activities, and examined its effect on university students. The results of the study showed that the implemented
program had positive effects on the general wellness and cognitive-emotional and life goal dimensions of wellness in the university students.

Because the treatment of chronic diseases is a hard and expensive process, preventative efforts towards preventing these diseases and enhancing wellness (Korkut-Owen et al. 2016) are quite important. In fact, research on this subject reveal the effectiveness of wellness programs (Williams et al. 2001, Burkett et al. 2002, Öğuz Duran and Tezer 2007). Hence, doing studies on improving wellness in university students is extremely important as university students may ignore their own wellness while they focus on their academic and personal lives. When viewed from these aspects, there is a need for determining the wellness level of university students and planning studies towards these fields. There are psychological counselling centers in most universities even though they may go by other names. Studies aimed at improving the wellness of university students can be conducted through these centers. The students can be helped to gain awareness through student clubs at universities through various tools such as conferences and short films about healthy lifestyles.

**Adults—Old Aged Adults and Wellness**

According to Levinson (1986), the adulthood period is a timeframe that huge changes, wealth, energy, opportunities, and positive results are achieved (Aktu 2016). These are the years where relatively higher life satisfaction is achieved on the subjects such as building romantic relationships emotionally and socially, playing social roles, establishing a family life, career progression, productivity, earning respect and reaching the life purposes. On the other hand, at the same time, adulthood is a period where the negatives such as enormous contradictions, stresses, risks, despair and broken dreams emerge as well (Shanahan et al. 2005). The adulthood period brings with it a range of life requirements such as responsibilities and problems related to romantic relationships, marriage, work, and having children. The stresses related to marriage, economic status, and career are some of the difficulties in adults’ lives.

In research conducted with adults, it is seen that the age level is important with regards to wellness. In the study comparing young adults aged 18–22 to adults aged 35–77 in terms of wellness, Granello (2001) determined that on the general wellness level and nine of The Wellness Scale’s subscales, the younger group have scored higher. In another study related to the subject, there are statements that indicate differences related to wellness with among university students in emerging adulthood period (Oleckno and Blacconiere 1990, Mobley and Booth 2003, Hermon and Davis 2004, Myers et al. 2004, Dubois 2006) and old aged adults (McMahon and Fleury 2012, Barwais et al. 2014) as age increases.

In recent years, we see the term of healthy aging is frequently used (Bryant et al. 2001, Peel et al. 2005, Kim and Jazwinski 2015). Bryant et al. (2001) found that aging-old people define healthy aging as conducting meaningful physical and mental activities and being outside (with other people). Based on these results, Bryant et al. (2001) developed a four-factor model related to healthy aging. According to this model, these factors include engaging in valued and desired activities, being able to conduct said activities, and having the sources that provide for these activities and having a positive attitude on life. Peel et al. (2005) mention that healthy aging is a process that involves the improvement of health, and the physical and mental wellness and its lifelong main-
tenance, living independently, and having good life quality. The studies on aging indicate that aging is influenced by a series of genetic and non-genetic factors (Kim and Jazwinskii 2015). This situation shows the effects that behavioral traits without genetic ground have on aging. Indeed, in their study Peel et al. (2005) stress that behavioral risk factors affecting healthy aging can be reduced with the lifestyle changes. As for these risk factors, they list them as such; the consumption of tobacco products, alcohol consumption, the level of being physically active, the body mass index, the diet and health oriented behaviors. These behaviors are included in the list of healthy behaviors and wellness models by different sources. Thus, healthy lifestyle behaviors can support healthy aging in individuals.

Some of the research about wellness in adults pertains to old aged adults. The increase of life expectancy is a victory for humanity, for the individuals and for society as a whole (WHO 2008). As a result of this, with the average life expectancy increasing steadily, the number of individuals aged 65 years and up increases rapidly. On the other hand, this situation does not mean that all old aged adults live in good conditions. The risk of chronic disease, the decline in functions and other physical symptoms brought on by aging threaten the well-being of old aged individuals (McMohan and Fleury 2012). Besides the change of physical and health related conditions, old aged individuals spend less time on social and leisure activities as their age advances (Federal Interagency Forum on Age Related Statistics 2010). These circumstances cause old aged individuals to be gradually more vulnerable (Flacker 2003, Innouye et al., 2007). A study cited by Kang et al. (2008), sought to determine the problems that old people face the most often. Consequently, it was determined that old people have health problems such as a poor diet, high cholesterol, high blood pressure, heart disease, arthritis, hearing impairment, osteoporosis, diabetes and other problems like the inability to sleep well, to deal with changes, engage in physical activity, to cope with the loss of a partner. In a study on 328 individuals aged 65 years and older conducted by Foottit and Anderson (2012), it was found that there is a positive relationship between perceived wellness and life quality. Moreover, it was determined that general physical health and mental health are the strongest predictors of the perceived wellness. In a focus group study on 28 elders aged 85 years and older conducted by Footit (2009), it was stated that elders thought being healthy is tied to being socially connected.

At these ages where a number of physical health problems are experienced, healthy living is not just about taking the necessary medications and healthy eating. As wellness only possible when all of the individual’s functions and health conditions are compatible with one another, there is also the need for experiences that stimulate the individual physically, socially and cognitively. For this reason, the aspects of good nutrition, being active, being included in activities that protect social and mental health are important in order to increase wellness in elders. Wellness also involves the maintenance of the individual’s meaningful activities and connections with loved ones, meanwhile helping them discover their purposes, hopes, strengths and goals (McMohan and Fleury 2012). Thus, there are some daily routines such as eating healthy (a balanced diet), taking walks, taking a shower, talking to someone and reading/solving puzzles that individuals at an advanced age can do in order to maintain or increase their wellness. It is important that doing these activities is suggested and that there is support from their family
members or physical or mental health workers in the case where they may have difficulty in engaging in them.

One of the activities that can be done in regards to wellness, especially for working adults at their workplaces, is benefiting from wellness model factors when organizing in-service activities aimed at personal growth (Korkut 2004). The possible activities in terms of wellness in workers at the workplace may include awareness training for the workers on the issues related to wellness (providing information), support for healthy living management (personal change) and increased healthy workplace environment conditions (organizational support). For unemployed adults, efforts can be done through community centers.

Wellness can be raised even through some simple daily routines involving physical, social, and cognitive factors. There are the activities that all institutions, all community healthcare professionals can do to maintain and increase the wellness in elders. Providing transportation, shopping and opportunities for social activities, broadcasting messages on television directed to them, developing projects that provide elderly individuals to get together with young people are a few suggestions to help elders participate in life, raise their wellness and prevent health problems that may occur. Meetings and programs after work can be organized to include activities such as sport, art and dining which may strengthen the relationship between working adults. This way, an environment can be created for any individuals who are unable to do physical activity, have regular eating habits or contact with other people outside of work. On the other hand, through social responsibility projects such as physical activities like running for disabled people might help raise awareness in adults about the subject of wellness.

**Conclusion**

There is a close tie between a healthy lifestyle and the wellness of an individual. For this reason, teaching and popularizing lifelong wellness enhancing activities are essential for popularizing healthy lifestyle behaviors. For this to be done, it must be include all periods of life, from infancy to adulthood. When planning wellness enhancing activities, it is extremely important that firstly family, then schools, and finally workplaces should be given awareness on this subject.

Even though being lifelong healthy and maintaining wellness in each aspect is difficult, the healthy living habits of individuals can prevent many diseases. The healthy lifestyle behaviors are summarized as having adequate and balanced nutrition habits, managing stress better, engaging in regular physical activity, doing activities that support spiritual growth, keeping interpersonal relationships alive and taking responsibility for these issues. In the Well-Star model, being healthy in all aspects involves displaying these behaviors: a healthy and balanced nutrition and being physically active; having social bonds with other people, finding life meaningful and being goal-oriented, being cognitively open to new learnings; positive thinking, self-contentment, being able to forgive. Corbin et al. (2010) regard being healthy in all aspects simply as eating healthy, being physically active and knowing how to cope with stress effectively. These behaviors are such that they can be taught to people all ages. There are a series of activities that a range of professionals such as psychological counselors, psychologists, psychiatrists, doctors, nurses, social work specialists can do in order to help individuals be physically, mentally, socially, emotionally, and spiritually healthy. In this regard, schools,
hospitals, healthcare centers, youth centers, student health and psychological counseling centers, senior centers, the human resources and health related departments at workplaces can all provide the facilities that will support the health of individuals as a whole. Because the basis of a healthy lifestyle acquired from the family, trainings can be organized for families, or even the caregivers for the children on this subject. Professionals who work in this field can prepare seminars on the subject of teaching families, teachers, and children’s caregivers healthy lifestyle behaviors. In these seminars, the importance of being a role model can be underlined.
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